
FAMILY LAW DISSERTATION QUESTIONS

Family Law Dissertation Topic Examples 1. The decision of K v K and child relocation: how the law has changed
following the decision when a.

Choosing the residence order for children after parents separate: a critical analysis of basic approaches and
gaps in legislation. How does it ensure they get equal rights like normal children Citing Rules. You will find
some great ideas and suggestions to trigger your creative juices Divorce law for male and female members of
the society, does it favor any particular gender or is it only a perception Marital law and how does it apply to
people who marry without their consent. How can family strengthen family resilience? The efficacy of
intellectual property rights in the UK under influence of European Law The efficacy of UK copyright law
concerning the needs of rights users and holders The impact of intellectual property right on economic
development To investigate right of confidence in the UK Do the trademark law ensure sufficient protection in
England? A research based investigation of the incidence of bias in family law courts in the UK. A critical
analysis Are directors accountable towards stakeholders? If you choose to answer such questions before
looking for an ideal topic for the dissertation, the later part of your dissertation writing process would
automatically be less complicated and much hassle-free. The efficacy of modern approaches to the definition
of intention in International criminal law The efficacy of the law of corporate manslaughter Company Law
Dissertation Topics Company law, also known as the law of business associations, is the body of law that
deals with business organisations and their formation, registration, incorporation, governance, dissolution and
administration. A review of the global issues related to legal aspects of marriage and divorce of mentally
unstable individuals. How does family law define cruelty in marriage and what provisions does it make for
rectification of a cruel relationship? Since each of the topics discussed above is relevant and provides enough
scopes for research and referencing, you can certainly consider going through the prompts. A current approach
to the law on relocation: a critical analysis of the problem areas. Creating a title is a final step to be taken.
Finally, Judicial Review is another area of interest that should be considered since it could include the basis
for intervention by judicial review, such as ultra vires and illegality, procedural irregularity, irrationality,
proportionality, and the nemo judex rule. Get your thesis written with ThesisRush. An exploration of the key
differences between English law and Canon Law in matters of divorce and the social impact of the differences.
What is the boundary between child abuse and punishing your kids for setting their limits Domestic violence
and its effect on the male and female members separately, which of them has a stronger case in the eye of law
and how can we remove that biasness Custody cases for divorced parents, how does it work and what does the
law have to say about custody of the kid for each parent How does the legal procedure work if a person is
unable to feed and afford his family due to poverty or lack of resources Long distance relationships and their
legal value separate from the religious and cultural aspects Child labor- what are we doing to eradicate it and
how does our legal system set limits and ensure that they are met The ideal family- how would you define it in
legal terms and is there a way to measure or compare this? Have we felt the impact? Investigating the
contribution of empirical evidence in reformations in family law in the past decade. A critical review of
anti-corruption legislation in the UK The problems of director accountability in the UK and the impact of soft
and hard law on corporate governance Criminal and Evidence Law Dissertation Topics Criminal law can be
defined as a system of law dealing with the punishment of criminals. Related sources. An analysis of human
rights in countries that enforce religious laws for famiies- the case of India. To help you to narrow down your
area of research into criminal law, here are some suggestions on topics for your law dissertation. All rights
reserved. An analysis of the standard of care in professional negligence cases. A critical analysis of problem
areas in the domestic violence legislation. Take a look and you may find something interesting to write about.
However, the most important thing is your interest in the research question. A critical review of economic loss
in 21st century tort law Human rights and immigration law The primary objective of human rights and
immigration law is to ensure and protect human rights at domestic, regional and international levels. Has the
introduction of the Criminal Cases Review Commission improved the position? Evidence can be presented in
various forms in order to prove and establish crimes. Convergence and adaption in corporate governance to
transnational standards in India A critical review of the international commercial arbitration system Analysing
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the international commercial law on risk transfer The role of tripartite financial system in the UK on economic
development A comparative analysis of European contract law, international commercial contracts law and
English commercial contracts law Is the European contracts law meeting the needs of the commercial
community? The role of discrimination policies in various legal firms What does global impact war have on
terrorism? A critical assessment of terrorism act of and its impact on Muslims living around the Globe. Some
interesting dissertation topics in the field of trust law are listed below: To investigate the attitude of the courts
to trusts supporting political agendas To identify and discuss principles on which half-secret and full secret
trusts are enforced?


